Chinese Culture Hour
Presents

Development and Practice of
Chinese Buddhism

Master XianDai
Jile Temple

Wednesday, January 24, 2018, 12:00 p.m.
Confucius Institute Cavanaugh Hall Room 129

What is Buddhism? What is the value of this ancient religion? How is it practiced in today’s society? This lecture aims to answer some of the questions you may have about the thinking and practice of the Chinese Buddhism. Following a general introduction about Buddhism, the lecture will bring about an overview of the history and evolution of Buddhism in China. Then different aspects of modern Buddhism temples, from their organization and daily practice to spreading Buddhism to society and cultural exchange, and the significance and value of Buddhism to personal life and enlightenment as well as to the peace and progress of our society, will be further discussed. The lecture will be brought by Master XianDai, the leader of a visiting Chinese Buddhist group at the Indy Chinese Buddhism Center in Carmel, IN. Her home temple is the beautiful Jile Temple in Fujian province of China.

Open to All
The Chinese Culture Hour program exposes you to the myriad of topics embodied in Chinese culture. By attending Culture Hour every week, you will learn about festivals, history, society, medicine, philosophy, arts and various themes about China. Enjoy refreshments and an hour of educational entertainment.

For more information please check out our website
http://www.iupui.edu/~china/cultural-tours/culture-hour/